
Farscape / Klara Nebari Rogue 5 Warrior 5

Name: Klara 

Nebari Rogue 5 Warrior 5

Init: +8

Defense: 27 (+11 Class, +4 Dex, +3 Armor)

Speed: 10 m

WP: 94

Attack: +9/+4 melee, +11/+6 ranged

SQ: Evasion, Exceptional Dodge, Improved Evasion, Low-

Light Vision, Sneak Attack +3d6, Technically Gifted, +1 on Dex

related skill checks

SV: Fort +8, Ref +10, Will +2

SZ: M

CP: 6

Abilities: Str: 12, Dex: 18, Con: 14, Int: 14, Wis: 12, Chr: 12

Skills: Appraise +2, Bluff +6, Climb +4, Computer +8, Diplomacy +4, Disable Device +11, Disguise +4,

Escape Artist +7, First Aid +2, Gather Information +6, Hide +10, Intimidate +4, Jump +8, Listen +7, Move

Silently +10, Pilot (Space Craft) +4, Repair +4, Search +10, Security Systems +11, Sense Motive +10,

Sleight of Hand +10, Spot +10, Survival +3, Swim +3, Tumble +9

Feats: Armor Proficiency (light), Armor Proficiency (medium), Armor Proficiency (powered), Burstfire,

Improved Initiative, Point Blank Shot, Rapid Shot, Weapon Group Proficiency (melee weapons), Weapon

Group Proficiency (one-handed ranged), Weapon Group Proficiency (two-handed ranged), Weapon

Group Proficiency (heavy weapons)

Equipment: Leather Armor, Pulse Pistol, Tool Kit (Disable Device) +3, 350cps

Background:

Nebari are a race of people who value conformity over all else. They mind cleanse their own people of

their negative thoughts or emotions, as well as aliens, making them feel remorse for their past misdeeds

and promoting the belief that everything should be done for the greater good (which in their opinion is the

Nebari Establishment). Thoughts and actions are strictly controlled, and those who don't conform are

punished or sent to a non-conformist colony. They were responsible for the destruction of the pride of the

Peacekeeper fleet, the Zelbinion, over 100 cycles ago. They have infected countless thousands of their

own people and sent them out into the galaxy in order to spread the infection to other species. This

infection has a specific trigger and the time is growing near for its activation, and when it does, a

significant portion of the galaxy will fall into the Nebari's hands. Neri, brother of Chiana, is one of the

leaders of the resistance movement against the Establishment which is, among other things, trying to

stop this from happening.



Klara is a believer in living life to the full and is driven to explore all that is generally banned by her

people. She was once a member of the Resistance, but grew bored with it and decided to explore space

by herself.

She occasionally has contact with Ralin's newly formed Smugglers Guild, for who she undertook a

number of information-gathering missions. 
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